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ABSTRACT- Breast cancer is one of the leading causes to women mortality in the world and early 
detection is an important means to reduce the mortality rate. The presence of microcalcifications 
clusters has been considered as a very important indicator of malignant types of breast cancer and its 
detection is important to prevent and treat the disease. This paper presents an alternative and 
effective approach in order to detect micro calcifications clusters in digitized mammograms based on 
the synergy of the image processing, pattern recognition and artificial intelligence. The mathematical 
morphology is an image processing technique used for the purpose of image enhancement. A k­
means algorithm is used to cluster the data based on the features vectors and finally an artificial 
neural network-based classifier is applied and the classification performance is evaluated by a ROC 
curve. Experimental results indicate that the percentage of correct classification was 99.72%, 
obtaining 100% true positive (sensitivity) and 99.67% false positive (specificity), with the best 
classifier proposed. In case of the best classifier, we obtained a performance evaluation of 
classification of Az = 0.9875. 
Key Words: Microcalcifications Clusters, Mathematical Morphology, Artificial Neural Networks, 
Pattern Recognition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Breast cancer is one of the most dangerous types of cancer among women around the world. Early 
detection of breast cancer is essential in reducing life loss. Currently the most effective method for early 
detection and screening of breast cancers is mammography. However, achieving this early cancer detection 
is not an easy task. Although the most accurate detection method in medical environment is biopsy, it is an 
aggressive, invasive procedure that involves some risks, patient's discomfort and high cost. 
Microcalcifications (MCs) and masses are two important early signs of the diseases. The MCs are tiny 
deposits of calcium in breast tissue. The MCs appear in the small clusters of a few pixels with relatively 
high intensity and closed contours compared with their neighboring pixels. MCs clusters are primary 
indicators of malignant types of breast cancer, the detection is important to prevent and treat the disease. 
But it is still a hard work to detect all the MCs due to the fact that, in mammograms there is a poor contrast 
between MCs and the tissue around them. Many studies have been focused on the general issue of detection 
of MCs in mammograms, using several methodologies such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Analysis 
Wavelet, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Mathematical Morphology, Bayesian Image Analysis Models, 
High Order Statistic, Fuzzy Logic Systems, etc. Zhao et al. [1], analyzed mammograms based on 
mathematical morphology, in order to obtain suspicious calcification areas. Wirth et al. [2], proposed an 
enhancement algorithm based on morphological analysis. They isolate the breast region and use 
morphological pre-processing to suppress the background artifacts, then morphological enhancement is 
used to improve the contrast of the microcalcifications. One of the benefits of morphological contrast 
enhancement is that it allows fine details to be preserved. Fu et al. [3] proposed the segmentation of 
suspected MC using the top-hat transform, after that they extract images features (textural, spatial and 
spectral domain). They proved two types of classifiers a General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) and 
a support vector machine (SVM). Peng et al. [4] presented an approach genetic algorithm (GA), in their 
work extracted features such as shape, texture. Leod et al. [5] used a combination of Self Organizing Map 
(SOM) based clustering with Modified Gramchmidt (MGS) method, using six features, density, mass 
shape, mass margin abnormality assessment rank an patient age. Veni et al. [6] detected MCs clusters using 
SUSAN edge detector followed by the shape filters, their used features such as perimeter, foreground­
background ratio and difference-sum ratio, these features were classified using a feed-forward Neural 
Network. Tui et al. [7] detected MCs using images features such as mean, variance, nCT coefficients and 
entropy. They used a self-organizing map neural network with fuzzy criterion classifier to classify the 
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regions with similar characteristics. Zhang et al. [9] proposed a bagging-based twin support vector machine 
(8-TWSVM) to detect MCs, using 164 features. Verma [8], evaluated the impact of multiple clusters in 
regions of interest (ROls), using a neural network with six features as inputs. Vega-Corona et al. [10]. 
propose and test a method for the detection of MCs in digital mammography. The method combines 
selections of Region of Interest (ROI) where MCs were diagnosed, enhanced of the image by histogram 
adaptive techniques, processing by multiscale wavelet and gray level statistical techniques, clustering and 
labelling of suboptimal feature vectors applying an unsupervised statistical method base on improved 
ROI selected from 
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Features 
(j)q�:�Oqll�q [:,1 Clustering & Labeling 4 by k.means 
k-means algorithm and a neural feature 
selector based in a GRNN and detector 
based in a MLP to finally classify the MCs. 
In this paper we present a methodology 
based on Image Processing, Pattern 
Recognition and Artificial Intelligence for 
identification of MCs clusters in digitized 
mammogram images. The method consist 
in four modules: ROI image selection, ROI 
image enhancement and feature extraction, 
data clustering and labeling, finally 
classification module. Fig. 1 shows the 
block diagram of our proposed method. 
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Fig. 1 An overview of the proposed method. 
2. ROI SELECTION 
The mammograms used to test our method were extracted from a mini Mammographic database 
provided by Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) [11]. Each mammogram from the database is 
a 1024 x 1024 pixels and with a spatial resolution of 200,um/pixel. These mammograms have been 
reviewed by an expert radiologist and all the abnormalities have been identified and classified. To the place 
where these abnormalities have been located is known as, Region of Interest (ROI). In this work, the ROI 
images with a size of 256 x 256 were used. 
3. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND FEATURE EXTRACTION 
3.1 Image Enhancement 
In the field of image processing, image enhancement 
- -l  includes intensity and contrast manipulation, noise reduction, 
1."� - 1- - - - 1 - - - -l - - 4 - - - � background removal, edges sharpening, filtering, etc. The main 
;; 
= goal of mammogram enhancement is to sharpen the edges of �'� - - - - 1- - - 1- - - � - - - - � - - - - � 
ROI, or to increase the contrast between ROI and background. 
i � - I. - - I  ...j - � - - L In this work we applied the Top-Hat transform in order to 
1 1 enhancement the ROI image. A Top-Hat is a residual filter 
'�PI"},.IIIt��>-k:��_"""'�""""..J which preserves those features in an image that can fit inside 
Fig. 2 Application of the Top the structuring element and removes those that cannot in other 
Hat Transform. words the Top-Hat transform is used to segment objects 
that differ in brightness from the surrounding background in images with uneven background intensity. The 
Top-Hat transform is defmed by the following equation: 
IT = lin - [(IineSe) ® se] (I) 
where, hn input image, IT transformed image, se structuring element, e morphological erosion operation, 
EB morphological dilation operation and - image subtraction operation. [(lin e se) EB se] is also known as 
the morphological opening operation. Fig 2 shows the Top-Hat transform of a row of a ROI image. 
3.2 Spatial domain features 
MCs clusters appear on mammograms as bright spots. These bright spots are small regions with 
intensity values higher than their surroundings or background. Spatial domain features includes both shape­
related features and window-based features. In this work we applied window-based features. These features 
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are mean and standard deviation, extracted from the images within a rectangular window size n X m 
centered into position (i,j). The purpose of applying these characteristics is to distinguish the pixels that 
correspond to possible MCs clusters of the pixels that correspond to background. The mean and standard 
deviation are defined by the following equations: 
n m 
I,,(i,})= �mL L/(i,}) 
i=1 I=l 
(2) 
IQ"(i,j)=[ �mt �(f(i,j)-I"(i,j»
2
r2
 (3) 
where, IJ.I.,Iu and fU,n represent the mean, deviation standard and the gray level value of a pixel located 
in (i,j) respectively. 
4. DETECTION OF MICROCALCIFICATION CLUSTERS 
In this work uses the general structure of pattern recognition using a classifier based on ANN which 
stacks and spatially registers a group of feature images. The MCs are identified applying a clustering 
method such as, the k-means algorithm. Next, the MCs are represented by an image segmented. The 
detection and posterior consideration of every MCs in the images can obtain improvements in the results in 
the process of classification. 
4.1 Feature vector creation 
We build a Features Vector (FV), FVs = {xCqs): qs = 1, ... , Qs}, where xCqs) E jRD is aD-dimensional 
vector and Qs is the number of pixels into the image. The FV set by pixel in FVs, are then clustered and 
labelled using k-means algorithm. Then, we build a vector x(qs), with four features by pixel 
xCqs) = {[ xiqS), x�qS), x�qS), x�qS)]}, where qs = 1 ... , Qs and Qs = M X N" where M X N is image size. The 
pattern vector x is represented by a set of four features described as follows: XI gray level value of original 
image, X2 gray level value of Top Hat image processed X3 and X.J correspond to mean and deviation 
standard of image processed by Top Hat transform. 
4.2 Clustering and labelling 
FVs are grouped in k-clusters where only one group corresponds to MC (class 1) and other group 
correspond to some features such as background, vases and normal tissue (class 0). The main idea is that 
FVs is clustered en two class and build two sets one for each class FVJ and FVo around of the 
prototypes of the class centers Z(l) and z(O). For this, we applied a well-established clustering method k­
means algorithm and then classify the features into FVs in two class FVo and FVJ, and defined FVo1J 
respectively in the equation 4. 
FVs = {xCqO/1): qO/l = 1, ... , Qo/VXCqO/l) E II�P} (4) 
In this work the used criterions to determine which cluster represent MC group were: minimum number of 
data clustered into class with maximum gray level value as well as the clusters separability approach by 
Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis [12, 13]. We used a between class matrix dispersion (Sb) and intra 
class matrix dispersion (Sw), these matrix are used to obtain a separability metric between clusters 
according to equation 5 proposed in [14]: 
Jd = tr(S�l Sb) (5) 
where, and. Sb = r�=l nk(zCk) - Z)(ZCk) - Z)T, Z = 11M r�=l xCq) and M = r�=l nk' Where k is the 
number of clusters, xCqk) is the vector into cluster Qk and nk is the number of vectors into k cluster, M is 
the total features vector. The results of clustering are represented as a segmented image of binary form. 
5. MICROCALCIFICATIONS CLASSIFICATION 
Classification is one of the most frequently encountered decision making task of human activity. A 
classification problem occurs when an object needs to be assigned into a predefined group or class based on 
a number of observed attributes related to that object. In this work, we proposed a classifier based on ANN 
in order to classify the patterns such as Normal class (0) or MCs class (1). For this purpose, we applied 
Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN). FFNN known as Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is the most 
popular used in many practical applications. FFNN is a type of supervised learning. Knowledge is acquired 
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by the network through a learning process known as the Back Propagation (BP) algorithm. The BP 
algorithm has emerged as the workhorse for the design of a special class of layered FFNN. A FFNN has an 
input layer of source nodes and an output layer of neurons these two layers connect the network to the 
outside world. In addition to these two layers, the multilayer perceptron usually has one or more layers of 
hidden neurons, which are so called because these neurons are not directly accessible. The hidden neurons 
extract important features contained in the input data. Using supervised learning, these networks can learn 
the mapping from one data space to other using examples. The terms BP refers to the way that error 
computed at the output side is propaged backward from the output layer, to hidden layer, and finally to the 
output layer, details of this method can be found in [15]. For the classifier design, one has to obtain a 
number of nodes in each layer, number of hidden layers and the type of the training function. The number 
of hidden layers is usually chosen based on training of the network under various configurations. In many 
cases, a single hidden layer is sufficient, but the addition of the second hidden layer improves network's 
prediction capability due to nonlinear separability property of the network. 
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, the experiments results obtained of each stage of the methodology are presented. In 
first stage, we selected several ROI images from mammograms with dense tissue and the presence of MCs. 
Next, the morphological Top-Hat transform is used in order to enhancement the ROI image, with the goal 
of to segment objects that differ in brightness from the surrounding background. In this work, we apply the 
same structuring element at different sizes, but the best results in this stage were obtained with the 9 x 9 
size. Fig. 3 shows a original ROI image processed by Top Hat transform, as well as topographical relief of 
each image. In the next stage two window-based features such as, mean and standard deviation were 
applied. They are extracted from enhancement images within a rectangular window. Five size windows 
were applied. The correlation analysis was made in order to find the best pixel block window, finally 
according with the obtained results, we have chosen a 5 x 5 pixel block window. In the next stage, we 
(b) (d) 
Fig. 3 (a) Original ROI. (b) Enhancement ROI. (c) Topographic relief of original ROI. (d) 
Topographic relief of enhancement ROI. 
build a FV with four features by pixel, where each feature corresponds to gray level intensity of the 
original ROI image, the gray level to the enhancement ROI image and the mean and standard deviation of 
the enhancement image. After a clustering method was implemented in order to obtain the label of the 
patterns of the FV, FVs is clustered in k-c1usters according to similarity of pixels features in the images. 
The k-means algorithm was used to clustered the FV. Where the basic idea is obtain one cluster that 
corresponds to MCs (FV/) and other ones correspond to vases, background and tissue, generally the cluster 
that corresponds to normal tissue (FVo). This we can represent as a segmented image. In figure 4(a) shows 
a ROI image segmented to 8 classes, although it could continue segmenting, we can see that there is a 
convergence of class center thus obtaining a new label of the Fv,. .. Fig. 4(b), shows the ROJ image 
segmented into 2 classes where one class represent a MCs and the other one normal tissue, Fig. 4(c) shows 
the MCs found by our methodology and they are displayed superimposed on the original ROI. Fig 4(d) 
shows a number of labeled patters as MC vs. number of clusters k. Another criterion for determining the 
number of clusters is to calculate the maximum separability between classes by Fisher Linear Discriminant 
Analysis, Fig 4(d) shows the maximum separability evolution vs. number of clusters k. From the obtained 
results in clustering stage, we obtained the labeled sets FVo with 588181 patterns and FV/ 1643 patterns. 
Due to the large amount of patterns of the class that not belong to MCs respect to the number of patterns 
that belong to the class of MCs a balancing was performed, then we obtain two subsets with 1643 patterns 
to the class FV/ and 8215 patterns to FVo. In th is work we used patterns extracted of the set FVs in order 
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to train and test our the classifier, for this case we used the 70% of the data to train, 6901 samples, of which 
1160 are MCs and 5741 are normal tissue. 30% of the data were used to test, 2657 samples, of which 483 
are MCs and 2474 are normal tissue. In this work we apply different network structures, of which the best 
obtained results were with the following structure 4:9: I fully connected with a sigmoidal function in each 
hidden node. 
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Fig 4. (a) Segmented ROI to 8 classes. (b)Binary ROI image. (c)Detected MCs in original ROL 
(d)Number of labeled patterns as MC vs. number of clusters. (e)Maximum separability evolution vs. 
number of clusters. 
The node output is thresholded to obtain a output between [0,1]. With the following structure 4:12:1 we 
obtained different results with the previous structure. Next, we build a confusion matrix to determine the 
probability of the detection MCs (true positive rate, TP) vs probability of false MCs (false positive rate, 
FP). In Table I shows the performance of the classifiers presented in this work. The performance of the 
proposed method is evaluated by means of the ROC (Receiver Operating-Characteristics) curve analysis. 
The ROC curve is a plot of the Sensitivity vs. Specificity for the different possible cut-points of a diagnostic 
test. Fig 5 shows the ROC curves and the area under the curve (Az) to the classifiers with the structure 1 and 
structure 2, respectively. 
Table I. Confusion matrices and performance of the classifiers presented. 
Classifier Desired Results Output Results Sensitivity Specificity Total Classification 
MCs Normal Tissue (%) (%) Accuracy (%) 
Structure 1 
4:9:1 
Structure 2 
4:12:1 
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Fig 5. ROC curves of the classifiers. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
0 
2466 \00 99.67 99.72 
7 
2465 98.55 99.63 99.45 
Table II. Comparison of this work with other 
methods presented. 
Autor Method Az 
A. Vega-Corona et GRNN 0.954 
al. (2003) 
J.e. Fu et al. (2005) GRNNISVM 0.978/0.98 
Y. Peng et al. (2006) KO-GA 0.952 
x. Zhang et al. (2009) 8-TWSVM 0.9627 
This work FFNN(BP) 0.9875 
Table II shows the Az values obtained in previous 
works, in order to compare the proposed methodology 
in this work. 
This paper proposed an alternative method for Microcalcifications clusters detection in digitized 
mammograms using image processing, data clustering and ANN. Feature extraction in ROIs images is an 
important factor for the MCs detection, due to the low contrast in these images type. We successfully 
applied the Top Hat transform in order to enhance the ROI image; additionally, the mean and the standard 
deviation values were used as complementary information about the areas of interest. 
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Clustering algorithms help us to get a better comprehension and knowledge of the analysed data with the 
objective to segment the image into different areas according to the problem at hand. In this work, we 
propose an ANN-based classifier. The ANNs have been used with success in different research areas. The 
classifier plays an important role in our methodology, because the ANN can learn from the data patterns 
contained in the training set and conduct complex decision-making. Experimental results presented in this 
work indicate that our method is an interesting alternative for MCs detection in mammograms in 
comparison with the methods proposed by the other researchers. 
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